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CNS struggles to protect computers from worms
BY ASHLEIGH EGAN

&

CARLEIGH BROWER

Students wandered into the
Barone Campus Center over the
past week with dazed expressions. Some struggled with bulky
computer towers, others carried
laptops. They lined up by the dozens behind a makeshift computer
help station.
They were all there for the
same reason; two computer worms
named Welchia and MSBlast or
"Blaster" have repeatedly caused
substantial parts of the campus

network to be shut down.
a group to get in touch with, and
"The problem started when I can't because I can't use my
students all plugged into the e-mail. I couldn't register my
network simultaneously. Some car online, and I couldn't get
person or people had the virus, my schedule for classes! What
and it spread from computer to a way to start off junior year at
computer," said Jay Rozgonyi, Fail-field!"
Macintosh Services/Network
The virus built up traffic on
Manager of Computing and Net- the network, ultimately causing
work Services (CNS).
network switches to turn off. In
The problems with significant other words, the Internet became
parts of the university's computer inaccessible on computers all over
network has frustrated many stu- - campus, even those that were unafdents.
fected by the virus.
"I'm a business student,"
said Marisa Caban, '05, "I have
SEE "MANY" ON P. 4

Joshua O'ConnellfThe Mirror

A long day: Steve Dailey fixes one student's computer on Friday.

FIRE BREAKS OUT AT BEACH HOUSE

NCAA INVESTIGATION

Witness
tampering
alleged
BY KEITH WHAMOND

&

Carleigh Brower/The Mirror

A beach house, rented by graduate students, caught on fire Monday. At press time,
investigators were still determining the cause of the fire. For more information, turn to
page 3.

Two years later, students remember 9/11 attacks
BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

Two years ago today, the
United States was shocked by
the worst acts of terrorism in
American history.
On Sept. 11, 2001 when two
airline jets flew into the World
Trade Center, over 3,000 civilians,
health care providers, firemen, and

memorial service in some
policemen lost their lives.
OPINION
shape or form," said Rev.
Attacks on The Pentagon
Reflections on
Charles Allen, S.J., execuand in Somerset, Pennsylvania also shook the 9/1 l's effects tive assistant of the presiPage 17
dent. "Eighty percent of
nation to the core.
our prayers are to rememThis week, the
Fairfieid University community ber the lost, but twenty percent is
prayed for the victims and for a for God to help us in the future."
Fairfieid will be holding mebrighter future.
"Students and faculty want a morial masses today at 12:10 p.m.

at the Alumni House, presided
by Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J.,
president of Fairfieid University,
at 6 p.m. in the Egan Chapel,
presided by Rev. Terrence Devino, S.J., and a scriptural rosary
ceremony to be held at 10 p.m. at
the Egan Chapel.
SEE "NO" ON P.

6

MIKE PIGNATARO

The investigation into the
Fairfieid University men's basketball program by one of the premiere
NCAA law firms
in the nation continued as students
filed in for classes
last week.
But that investigation, which
commenced August 6, took a new
turn this Sunday
when a report in
the Connecticut
Post alleged witness tampering on
behalf of former
University of Nevada-Las Vegas
coach Bill Bayno.
BUZBEE
Darren Phillip, a former EDITORIAL
member of the
Who is
Fairfieid basketto blame?
ball team from
Page 16
1996-2000, told
the Post that Bayno, who is friends with Fairfieid
coach Tim O'Toole, attempted to
persuade Oscar Garcia into changing his story of the improprieties of
the school's basketball program.
The attorney heading the
investigation, Steve Morgan, is
"one of the most credible and
most experienced people around
today," according to Gene Doris,
the Fairfieid athletic director.
SEE "COMMITTEE" ON P.

19
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Fairfield pulls rank in reports
BY KATHRYN ABRUZZO

A published report by the 2004 edition
of U.S. News & World Report has placed
Fairfield University number three amongst
the best universities in the North with
master's degree programs.
Fairfield has been honored for its
freshmen class ranking in the top 25
percent of its high school class. Fairfield
maintains a selective acceptance rate of 50
percent, and 89 percent of the freshmen
class remain at the university for sophomore year. Statistics obtained from the
class of 2006 demonstrated a high peer
assessment score.
The two schools named above Fairfield
are Villanova University and Providence
College.
"I'm really pleased with the consistency
Fairfield has demonstrated in the rankings,"
said Dr. Orin Grossman, academic vice
president. "This is a somewhat volatile
system, and yet we have remained in the
second, third, or fourth position over the
past 13 years."
The stature and commitment of the
faculty, along with an increasingly talented

student body, contributed to Fairfield's recognition by the U.S. News & World Report,
as well as other college guides, including the
Fiske Guide to Colleges, The Princeton Review, and Kaplan's The Unofficial Unbiased
Guide to the 328 Most Interesting Colleges,
according to Grossman.
The 2004 Fiske Guide to Colleges
placed Fairfield on its list of 15 small colleges and universities strong in business,
stating that Fairfield, "combines solid
academics, real-world opportunities in and
outside the classroom, and an abundance of
community service projects."
In Kaplan's The unofficial, Unbiased
Guide to the 328 Most Interesting Colleges, Fairfield was praised as giving a
"well-rounded education with emphasis
on service to the community - a winning
combination for today's world," and says
the "business programs, particularly accounting and finance, are excellent, as are
biology, nursing, English and religious
studies."
Students agreed with this rating.
"I came to Fairfield to get a great education, and I feel that is exactly what I am
getting here," said Grant Pollworth, '04. "I
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is also a ranking for interaction between
different types of students, and Fairfield
was ranked 11th for little race and class
interaction. The third and highest ranking
claimed Fairfield's town-gown relations to
be strained, representing a poor relationship
between students and residents of the local
community. Fairfield ranked 3rd this year,
which is an improvement from last year's
1st place rating.
Despite this negative rating, students
are not shocked by the outcome.
"Relationships between college students and local residents are always tough to
have," said Dan Edmunds, '07. "I remember
hearing stories from my older brothers, so
it doesn't surprise me."
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feel as if Fairfield is dedicated to academic
excellence."
The Princeton Review ranked Fairfield
again amongst the best 351 colleges, as well
as a write-up in a companion publication,
The Best Northeastern Colleges, 135 Great
Schools to Consider. This guide states that
Fairfield's five undergraduate divisions offer "an unusually wide range of academic
options to its small student body, and like
many Jesuit schools, it manages to do so
at a price that nonaffiliated private schools
rarely match."
The Princeton Review ranked Fairfield
as 10th for "Homogeneous student body",
a ranking of which schools have the least
diverse social and ethnic types. There
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Monday, September 1
6:02 p.m. - Cash was stolen and a visa card was taken from a
Sodexho employee's purse. The purse was in a closet.
Tuesday, September 2
10:56 a.m. - Construction workers reported a theft of a power drill
on the ground floor of Bannow. There are no suspects in
this case.
Wednesday, September 3
9:16 p.m. - A narcotics violation was reported and the suspects
were referred to judicial from a residence hall.
Thursday, September 4
8:55 a.m. - University employees reported an attempted break-in
of a Development Services trailor.
Saturday, September 6
3:09 p.m. - A soccer goal was found turned over and found in broken pieces on Alumni Field. No suspects reported in this
case.
7:27 p.m. - Vandalism was reported in Kostka Hall. An exit sign
was found dangling from the ceiling.

Bryan Mahoney, Annie Mullowney, Melissa Nowicki, Chandana Ravi
PHOTOGRAPHY
Meghan Coiro, Alexis Delaney, Regina Lawrence, Jess Riu
HOW TO CONTACT US:
Mail: Box AA, Fairfield University
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Advertising: (203) 256-6594
the Barone Campus Center
Editor-in-Chief: (203) 256-6529
11 IL;V Thursday
I IIUI,v
E-mail address: mirror@rairl.rairfield.edu
Meetings:
nights at 6 PM
Students are allowed to take one copy per
week as part of their school subscription.
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Monday, September 8
4:11 p.m. - A University van was found in the Dolan School of
Business' parking lot with the windows smashed in. Sus
pects are under investigation.

The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Ethan Fry at x6529.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Beach fire burns hole in tenants' wallets: $355,000
BY CARLIEGH BROWER

Heavy smoke and quickly spreading
fire engulfed a Fairfield beach rental house,
destroying the 495 Reef Road two-family
home in one hour on Sept 8.
No one was inside the house when the
blaze began at 11:14 a.m. Tenant and Fairfield University athletic trainer Jodi Marak,
26, was outside gardening when she heard a
beeping noise from within the house.
"I thought it was the smoke alarm, so I
stuck my head in the front door," Marak said.
"I saw smoke, and I called 911 from my cell
phone. I never went back into the house."
The fire department arrived on the scene
within two minutes. On arrival, firefighters
reported heavy smoke and flames from the
first and second floor in the rear.
"The fire was very difficult to extinguish because it was a two family home that
was compartmentalized," said Fairfield Fire
Captain George Gomola. "It was difficult
to navigate," he said.
The fire spread to the attic before it
was extinguished at 12:21 p.m. Firefighters
had to cut two holes in the attic to release
smoke so that the fire did not burn through
the roof.
"Firefighters from Fairfield and Bridgeport fought the blaze for an hour before it

was under control," Gomola said.
The tenants included Fairfield University employees and former students
Jodi Marak, 26, athletic trainer, Jen Smith,
25, assistant softball coach, Richard Morton,
assistant soccer coach, Rae Metz, 25, and

to a hand injury.
"The house was heavily damaged by
smoke and fire," Gomola said.
At press time, the cause of the fire was
under investigation by the Fire Marshal.
Marak reports that neither the stove nor

Carleigh Brower/The Mirror

Major damage: A gapping hole was left in the two-family home.
Bernard Gately, 21, both Fairfield graduates
and former Fairfield ice hockey players.
Although no tenants were injured, one
firefighter went to St. Vincent's Immediate
Health Care on the Post Rd. in Fairfield due

the iron was turned on, and no candles were
lit. She suspected the cause was probably
electrical.
Marak and her housemates had been
living in the house for a year and a half. A

sixth housemate, Alicia Blaschke, was in the
process of moving in.
The only material possession in the
house that Marak was concerned about
was her engagement ring. She and her fiance, New Haven resident Tim Ouellette,
26, were engaged Sept. 6, and Marak had
taken off her ring before gardening. She
was relieved when one of the firefighters
was able to retrieve it once the blaze was
extinguished.
"It's only a little damaged," she said.
There was so much smoke and heat
damage, virtually nothing was salvageable,
according to Marak None of the tenants had
renter's insurance.
"We learned a lesson- get renter's insurance," she said. "It would have covered up
to $40,000, but now we have nothing."
The fire caused approximately $350,000
in damage, as well as $5,000 in damage to a
neighbor's aluminum sided home, according
to the The Connecticut Post.
Westport resident Leonhard Pantschenko owned the seven-bedroom house that was
recently assessed at $315,140, a decline in
value from its original purchase price of
$462,500 in 2002.
"It's a loss, but it's not anything we
can't replace," Marak said. "Thank God no
one was hurt."

Mold causes $200,000 problem in apartments
BY ZACK FINLEY

The apartments were evacuated and
$200,000 was spent in cleaning after summer residents complained of threatening
amounts of mold spores growing on furniture, climbing up walls and causing minor
health problems over the hot and humid
summer.
"Each apartment was cleaned fully
before opening," said Gary Stephenson,
Director of Housing. "They were cleaned
completely, vertically and horizontally."
The apartment complex was occupied
during the summer with mainly students,
28 according to an email obtained by the
Mirror. Each student was moved to a
townhouse and the apartments were closed
for cleaning.
"The cleaning process went as smooth
as it could go," said Richard Taylor, Associate Vice President for Campus Planning &
Operations. "We are actually lucky to have
noticed the problem as early as we did."
The $200,000 tab was picked up by
the university's contingency fund, which is
factored into the school's budget each year
for instances like these, Taylor said.
According to Stephenson, students living in the apartments started complaining
about, damp and soggy conditions in their
apartments in late June. The mold was found
soon after.
Of the students, then living in the apartments, was Caroline Conway, '04, who was
moved to a townhouse for the summer.
"When you walked into my apartment,
there was so much moisture in the air that

you actually felt drenched," Conway said.
"We knew that this was the beginning of a
bigger problem to come."
Conway, who worked full-time over the
summer for the Residence Life Department,
was one of the first people to recommend to
Stephenson and Laura Cantrell, Associate
Director of Residence Life, that something
should be done about the excessive moisture
in the apartments.
At first, mold was found on the first
and second floors so Stephenson decided
to move the students upstairs to the third
and fourth floors, away from the mold. The
university then began to address the problem
using Pritchard Industries, Fairfield's cleaning company.
"The way the first and second floors
were cleaned by our crews addressed the
problem, originally," Stephenson said, "But
just after the Fourth of July holiday we found
mold on all floors of the apartments."
Conway also mentioned that she and
her friend, Becky Post, '04, who also lived
in the apartments, felt sick and had trouble
sleeping before they were sent up to the
townhouses.
"We didn't sleep well and we always
had that heavy feeling in our chests," Conway said.
"The mold was sneaky," Post said. "I
would move things and find a spot of mold
here and a spot of mold there... I lost a chair,
a pair of sandals and a pair of pants as a
result of the mold."
Spores were found in two foot by three
foot spots according to Stephenson.
"It looked 'fuzzy' and there was a heavy

musty smell in the building," he said.
The building was emptied and another attempt was made to clean the entire
complex internally, using Fairfield's own
resources. But it was to no avail, according to Stephenson. The mold kept coming
back.
EnviroMed, an outside firm, was called
in to rid the buildings of the moisture and
humidity, the two major causes of the mold.
The entire building was sealed up, and the
firm dropped the humidity from above 65
percent down to 35 percent in two days using external dehumidifying units, according
to Stephenson.
The spots with mold were cleaned using
biocide solutions and HEPA vac technology. Also, an industrial hygienist followed
the cleaning crews around to make sure the
cleaning was done under strict standards,
according to Taylor.
Stephenson said that if the mold was
not cleaned completely before the Sept. 1
move-in day, that students would have been
told to stay home and classes would have
been delayed a couple days.
"There were no surprises during the
cleanup so we knew that we would be on
schedule," he said. "If the crews were to
come to us and say, 'Hey, we found a lake
under the carpet,' we knew we would have
to come up with a 'Plan B.'"
Another cause of the mold problem
is attributed to the fact that the apartments
are under what is called a negative pressure,
Stephenson said. This means that air enters
the building, but there is no force venting
air out of the building. Attempts were made

to fix this problem during the cleaning, but
the apartment units still run under negative
pressure.
To combat the problem of humid,
moisture-filled air entering the apartments,
all windows have been temporarily locked
shut. According to Stephenson, this has
been approved by Fairfield University's Fire
Marshal Joe Bouchard and also Fairfield fire
department.
However, some students are concerned
about the windows being locked.
"The windows being shut doesn't
bother me really because we have air conditioning and can control the temperature,"
said Lindsey Peterson, '04, a resident of
the apartments. "However, it does make
me a little nervous that if there were to be
a fire we may not be able to get out in an
emergency."
Stephenson is not concerned about fire
issues because of the many exits that the
apartments have and that the building has
a fully operational sprinkler system. The
windows could be unlocked once the heat
is turned on in the building, he said.
Overall, 15 rooms needed to be re-carpeted and the entire first floor was redone
as well. The moldy carpets were replaced
by carpet squares containing antimicrobial
agents to combat mold, according to Taylor.
Stephenson says that talks are on the
horizon to make this type of carpets omnipresent in the residence halls.
"We would rather clean up a few spots
than end up spending another $200,000 in
the future," said Taylor.
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Many students not informed about computer issues until Tuesday
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

The university has purchased
a $10,000 corporate site license of
Norton Antivirus and technicians
have worked in Barone to install
the program and the available
patches for the affected Microsoft
operating systems.
"We're updating ... with
all of the latest virus definitions
and scanning every machine for
viruses," Rozgonyi said.
Don Adams, director of CNS,
stated that as of Sept. 5, approximately 255 faculty/staff computers as well as a number of student
systems have been affected. He
explained that although the virus
only attacks certain Windows
programs, any Fairfield student
computer is vulnerable if they do
not have up to date and operational
anti-virus software or if they frequently download files that are not
verified as "clean".
Initially, lack of organization
and communication contributed to
student confusion about the virus.
Many students were either unaware
of the problem or unsure about the
procedure they needed to follow.
"I didn't know about it until I
came down to the Campus Center
and saw a huge crowd," said Andy
Waberski, '06.
Although fliers were put up
in residence halls, a notice wasn't
sent by voicemail or posted on
Stagweb until Tuesday afternoon.

Joshua O'Connell/The Mirror

Long afternoon: Some students had to wait three hours or more on Friday to get their computer scanned.

"One of the primary communications is Stagweb," explained
Jillian Grant, '05, vice president of
programming, "and since people
can't access the Internet, it's been
difficult to get the word out."
The main issue for most students was the wait time over the
weekend. At that point, students
had to wait for the next available
technician for their computer to
be scanned. As of the morning of

Sept. 7, the wait for repairs could
have been up to one day.
"It was a pain in the neck to
come down here. They told me it
was a half hour wait, and five hours
later they finally got to me," said
Andrew Cotelids, '06.
CNS workers were working
overtime to fix the problem. The
sheer volume of students contributed to the long wait time. As of
Tuesday, about 800 computers

^CLASSIFIEDS
_AW OFFICE ASSISTANT: Looking for
bright, energetic person interested in
working part time with two attorneys
in Fairfield Center. Responsibilities
include office administration, updating
litigation files, photocopying, paralegal
duties, answering phones. Flexible
hours, can woTtcaround school schedule. E-mail responses, with resume
if possible (though not required) to
acllaskelaw@optonline.net, or call
254-1770.
Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1 -800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com.
Help wanted immediately. On-Campus
marketing for 2 week promotion.
Groups or individuals. Good pay.
Call now: 888-877-3663 x309;
ismael@campusfood.com
^eed furniture, cookware, dishes or tools ?
Were moving, come see what we have
to sell. 203-374-5210.

Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.conr
and Maxim Magazine! Get hooked up
with Free Trips, Cash and VIP Status
as a Campus Rep! Choose from 15 o
the hottest destinations. Book earl\
for FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS anc
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! To reserve online or view our Photo Gallery
visit www.studentcity.com or Call 1-888SPRINGBREAK!
Sell spring break trips
All the fun & all the protection
Guaranteed best buy
1 free trip for every 10 paid
or caSh starting with your first booking
Make your spring break exxtreme
Exxtreme vacations, Inc.

have been scanned, according to
technicians with CNS.
"The majority of CNS staff
that was here all weekend long
was working without overtime
pay," Rozgonyi said.
Students have had a favorable
reaction to the efforts put forth by
the CNS technicians.
"I think CNS is doing everything they can and taking the
right steps in giving everyone virus

protection software," said Dave
Deslauriers, '04. "It's unfortunate
that more students don't have
Macs, since viruses aren't really
an issue with them."
Members of CNS expressed
gratitude for the cooperation they
have received from students.
"I've been impressed with
how many students have appreciated the work we've done to help
them. It's a frustrating situation,
but we're doing the best we can,"
Rozgonyi said.
Things began to improve on
Sunday night when FUSA stepped
in to assist CNS. Due largely to
FUSA's efforts, by Tuesday morning the process became easier for
students, allowing them to drop their
computers off instead of waiting.
"We can't thank Kevin [Neubauer, FUSA president] and FUSA
enough for what they've done.
Until Kevin jumped in on Sunday
night, CNS staff was handling
this whole problem on their own,
and FUSA really bailed us out,"
Rozgonyi said.
Both Jillian Grant and Kevin
Neubauer were highly' visible
on Monday, addressing student
concerns.
"We're here to serve the students and to help the university.
We're doing everything we can to
make this process run as smoothly
as possible for students and CNS,"
Neubauer said. "CNS has been
working around the clock and
we're happy to help them."

LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed

GMAT

MCAT

or your money back
Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled
tests, and do your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from
your Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat
our program for free or get a full refund of your tuition.*' It's that simple.

1-800-336-2260
Babysitter needed. Toddler-Thursday days
- must be loving and responsible - owr
transportation - warm, fun householc
- beach area. Please call 256-8402
Join Americas #l Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco and Florida.

Classes starting soon at
Fairfield University
(1073 North Benson Road, Fairfield, CT):

GRE: Saturday, September 6th
GMAT: Saturday, September 13th
LSAT: Saturday, September 20th

KAPLAN

s at Fairfield... Earn Cash and Go Free!
Coll for group discounts.

1-800-648-4849 / www.ststravel.com

Classifieds are available for as little as $15 for 20 words!
Call (203) 256-6594 for more information or to place an ad.

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

*To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled
in Kaplan's full classroom, tutoring, or online
courses. In addition, you must present a copy
of your official score report and your course
materials within 90 days.

1-8Q0-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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Arbelo declared insane by judge
BY KEITH WHAMOND

Patrick Arbelo, the 26-year-old Fairfield
University graduate who held a classroom
of students hostage for over six hours two
years ago, was found not guilty by reason of
insanity on June 19, 2003.
Superior Court Judge Richard Damiani ordered Arbelo be committed to a
maximum-security state psychiatric hospital in Middletown for 90 days where
officials will further review his condition,
according to a report by the Connecticut
Post.
Arbelo was diagnosed as suffering
from obsessive compulsive disorder during
the trial by psychiatrist Dr. Paul T. Amble,
who recommended Arbelo be spared prison
time in favor of receiving psychiatric treatment.
Damiani lambasted Arbelo for his actions before announcing the verdict.
"The trauma parents had to undergo,
thinking their child was in that classroom,
to me, is incomprehensible," he said, according to the Post.
Elizabeth Dreyer, professor of the class
taken hostage, was content with Damiani's
sentence.
"I was pleased with the verdict for
Patrick Arbelo, as it will enable him to
get the professional psychological help he
needs," she said. "The legal and medical
communities worked very hard to bring

about a just sentence, and I think they
succeeded."
One of the students taken hostage also
.accepted the sentence.
"I think psychiatric help is the most
beneficial judgment," said Andrea Vavasour, '05. "While his actions were obviously wrong and illegal, I think it was due
to his mental instability and serving time
in prison wouldn't prevent him from doing
something like that or more drastic after he
was released."
The judge ruled that Arbelo had
kidnapped 24 of the 27 students he was
charged with kidnapping, after letting
three students leave immediately without
incident.
Arbelo walked into Professor Elizabeth
Dreyer's "Voices of Medieval Women" class
just after 4 p.m. on Feb. 12,2002, carrying a
cardboard box with exposed wires, claiming
to have a bomb.
Arbelo then ordered the students to
throw their books and backpacks out of
the Canisius Hall classroom window and
demanded that a personal statement he wrote
to be read on WCBS-AM radio before the
hostages would be freed.
Gonzaga Hall, located directly across
from Canisius, was evacuated until 2 a.m.
while the ordeal transpired.
"I was watching TV in my dorm
when all of a sudden someone pounded
at my door and screamed to evacuate im-

mediately," said Rebecca DeSanto, '05.
"Since I had no idea why, it was quite
startling."
Arbelo slowly released students, some
of which had become hysterical, throughout
the night until he surrendered himself to police shortly after 10 p.m. that evening.
Arbelo is expected to stay in psychiatric
care until Oct. 15,2003 when Damiani will

review a report from the state Department
of Mental Health and Addiction Services
on Arbelo's mental state, according to published reports.
Following a hearing on the case, Arbelo could possibly be released pending the
judge's decision, the Post report states.
Heather Manning contributed to this
report.

Many people rely on The Mirror
as a secondary source of relief.

Write for us...
...and be Fan-field's print
version of Ex-Lax.

Send us your stories:
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mirror@fairl .fairfield.edu

...by mail...

...or by hand!

Mailroom Box AA

Campus Center Room 104

The future of toilet reading
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(Pardon the pun.)
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No students have qualified for 9/11 scholarship
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Devino has joined the Campus Ministry as associate director
this year.
He will direct many retreats,
the Rite of Christian Initiation
of Adults programs and Hunger
Cleanup, as well as lead students
on the North American mission Experience to Maine and Kentucky.
Students remained confident that this Sept. 11 will stress
the importance of peace and
remembrance, as last year's memorial masses urged students to
keep faith.
"Sept. 11 was something
so horrible and terrifying," said
Kristen Salmon, '04. "I think
that on that day, we realized just
how vulnerable we can be. Many
people have become more patriotic
as a result, and it's the memorial
services that help us to remember
the victims and their families."
In honor of the victims and
their families, Fairfield University
restricted $ 1 million of its own institutional endowment to establish
the Sept. 11 Memorial Scholarship
Fund. Currently, there has been no

recipient of this scholarship.
"No awards have been given
out," said Susan Kadir, director
of financial aid. "Although some
students lost relatives, there are
so many options out there for
financial aid that many do not
demonstrate further need."
This endowed scholarship
fund will directly benefit qualified Fairfield University students
demonstrating financial need by
providing aid that, in addition to
other University grants, will underwrite full tuition for students
who are current Fairfield University students who lost a parent in
the September 11, 2001 disaster,
are the sons and daughters of
Fairfield alumni who were lost in
the Sept. 11, 2001 disaster should
they become Fairfield University
students, and children of rescue
workers from the New York Police
Department, the Fire Department
of New York, and the New York
City Emergency Medical Services
should they become Fairfield University students.
"No students have applied for
the scholarship yet this year," said
Barbara Surowiec, assistant direc-

tor of financial aid. "To our knowledge, no one falls in line with the
criteria for the scholarship."
Surowiec stated that donations have not been made from
the monies allocated towards the
football and hockey programs.
"None of that money has
gone towards this fund," she said.
"That money is entirely separate
from the money set aside for the
sports teams."
Despite the two-year anniversary, students remain concerned
for the future and for future terrorist attacks.
"There is always that thought
of 'Can this happen again?'" said
Jill Davido, '04. "I can't imagine
something as horrible as Sept. 11
to strike this country again."
Allen, however, continues to
be optimistic for the future.
"When someone is lost, we
should ask ourselves if we can
learn from their memory," he
said. "We must keep them alive
in our own mind. We should be
interested in what all of this holds
for the future of the country and
humanity in general."
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Egads! There's no Mirrors here!

do I do now?
Tell us if you can't find copies
of The Mirror at your favorite
pick-up point. Mirror withdrawl
is by no means fun.
E-mail us if you can't find it:
mirror@fair1 .fairfield.edu
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Movin* on up
BY KELLY SHEEHAN

As the rain progressed from drizzle to
downpour, students, parents, RAs and volunteers carried box after box into dorms on Aug.
31 and Sept. 1. To many, less than perfect
weather on move in day has become expected
and a familiar welcome. Although the rain put
a slight damper on the excitement of arriving
back on campus, complaints have lessened,
and students agree that this year's experience
has far surpassed the last. Other students are
seeking improvements in the future.
The Department of Residence Life
plans to make move-in day easier on
students and to have the beds in students'
rooms lofted or bunked prior to the move-in,
according to Fran Koerting, director of the
department of residence life.
Students were enthused by this possible
improvement.
"If our beds were lofted before we got
into the room it would have made things
a lot easier," said Gonzaga resident Christina Barbagallo, '06. "It makes things less
complicated."
Koerting advised students to contact
their roommates prior to move-in day to
coordinate what to bring , so they do not
end up with an unnecessary duplication of
items in the room. Students are also advised
to refrain from bringing additional furniture
on the actual move-in day, but to wait until
their living area is organized before arrang-
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Students have mixed feelings on move-in
procedures on campus

f

ing for extra furniture.
"After being at Fairfield for thirteen
move in days, the excitement of move in
day has never faded," Koerting said. "The
students assisting the freshmen and the RAs
are so welcoming and helpful, and the freshmen bring such energy and anticipation. I
would love to hear suggestions from students regarding improvements to move-in
day, not only from freshmen but also from
returning students."
Some students suggested the idea of

giving all students a certain time to movein, since a lot of traffic builds up.
"Twenty minutes is not enough," said
Regis resident Sara Webb, '07. "It was hard
with the traffic."
Fairfield's campus was not overly congested with traffic, but occasional back-ups
slowed the move-in process down.
"It was hard to find parking unless you
got there at the top of the morning," said
Kostka resident Joe Orminski, '06.
Loyola resident Brennan Clark, '06,dis-

Aelee Kwon/The Mirror
Moving in is hard work: Tracy Adams, '04, gives Greg Johns, '04, a hand.

agreed. "When you're moving around tons
of your stuff with hundreds of other people
at the same time, of course there's going to
be traffic," he said. "There's nothing you
can do about it. Time slots will only make
students stressed."
Other students agreed with Clark.
"I thought it was much better than last
year because I had done it before. It wasn't
hard to get my stuff out of the car because
I got to campus early," said Claver resident
Meg Malinowski, '06. "The rain didn't
make jt unbearable, but of course I would
have been happier without it!"
Other students expressed positive
thoughts as well.
"I found the entire ordeal of move in
day this year far more organized than that of
which I have experienced in the past," said
Loyola resident Greg Noble, 06. "I found
that the move-in crews were more helpful
and accommodating."
The Department of Residence Life had
feared that move-in day for freshmen would
be more problematic this year because they
were to be moving into only four buildings,
as opposed to a separation throughout eight
building, like the class of 2006 had experienced last year.
However, freshmen were pleased with
the way the day ran. They were impressed
with the help of the volunteer upperclassmen
who gave up their last days of summer to
make things easier on the newcomers.
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East Norwalk
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ATTENTION FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Improve Your Grades
Join an A* Fitness
Club

• Everything Included in one

affordable student price
• No initiation fee for students
• Extensive cardio area
• Open 7 days - great hours
• All classes included - 63 per week
including kick boxing, Yoga and
Spinning®

Ask about our 3 Month & Annual Student
Specials. No fees, no commitments!

South port Racquet Club
226 Old Post Road, Southport, CT • CALL 259-0882
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Josh O'Cannell's
MARSHALL'S LAW

stions

ALISON MARSHALL

Cheers and boos
Here is a pro/con list for life
at Fairfield for the 2003-2004 year.
Let's just dive in:
PRO: After three years of hard
work and sizable tuition bills, the
class of 2004 is almost at the end of
their undergraduate career.
CON: Half of us are going to
have to obtain Master's degrees or
higher, racking up more debt and
deal with having to become responsible adults on our own. Mom
and Dad have already converted
your bedroom into a study.
PRO: StagWeb: newer, sleeker, and dare I say... sexier? Finally,
the name of our computer service
reflects our dear mascot.
CON: Hey, did you hear the
one about two worms, a virus and
a bunch of students whose computers tanked? Pro within the con:
you can bring your computer to the
BCC and get it checked out. Con
within a con: all of the computer
support people will see your dirty
Anna Kournikova pictures.
PRO: Last year's freshmen
are no longer freshmen.
CON: There is a new group
of freshmen, and they're smarter.
Beware the super-freshmen.
PRO: The Stag Diner is new.
CON: The prices are not.
PRO: The Quick Center is
getting a new carpet in the lobby._
CON: Anyone who attends
the Bacon Brothers performance at
the Quick Center this year does not
actually care about Kevin Bacon in
a musical context (exception: dancing to the song "Footloose").
PRO: The mold problem in
the apartments has been taken care
of, and we even got new rugs.
CON: The windows have been
bolted shut in an effort to keep
moisture out, which also limits ventilation. There are many smells in
the world, and you probably are not
going to like it when several of the
funkier varieties pop up and there
won't be enough Lysol or Febreze
in the world to get rid of them.
PRO: TAPS promotes responsible drinking and partying, something which many feel is sorely
lacking at Fairfield University.
CON: The presentation was
an exact replica of the one I sat
through in my 9th grade "Decisions" class. At least that class had
an entertainment factor (picture a
45-year-old, serious, white male
"rapping" "Let's Talk About Sex
Baby" to begin the Safe Sex unit).
PRO: The column has a new,
catchy name.
CON: "Marshall's Law" was
the only printable title the editors
came up with at their meeting.
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Editor: Laura Pfeifer
E-mail: campuslife@fairfieldmirror.com

This week:
Mr. Josh goes to the
Activities Fair

To launch the new year, 20 Questions went out on the road to the
Activities Fair, where we talked
with a number of organization's
leaders. Of course -we didn't give
them a lot of time to talk - space
is money. Here are some of the
responses we got:
Dave Hanna of Video Game,
Club
In 15 words or less, what is
your organizations's purpose?
Just have a good time, get a lot of
people together and have fun.
Have you been able to successfully play a video game and cut
yourself off in less than, say, six
hours? Yes. How often is that?
Whenever I have homework.
Gwen McLaughlin of Student
Environmental Association
15 words or less: We're involved
in improving environmental
awareness at Fairfield through
activity and discussion.
Do you allow "trash talk" at y our
meetings? Yes, we do. How bad
does it get? It gets brutal.
Emily McAdam of College Republicans
15 words or less: Our mission is
to elect republican leaders to office
by registering voters and providing
volunteers.
Tell me the truth: have you
tried to sabotage the College
Democrats' efforts on campus?
Definitely not. I'm glad we have
the College Democrats on campus.
I think two parties are a good system. Now, are you saying this
just because they're sitting next
to you? No.
Kerry Rose of College Democrats
15 words or less: Our mission is
to have fun and further the ideals
of the Democratic Party.
Since we're away from the College Republicans table, have you
done anything to sabotage them
like try to start an impeachment
against George W. Bush? I could
only wish.
Aaron Baker of Kadima
15 words or less: Our mission is
to educate the general campus on
Jewish life and culture.
Is it difficult to do something
like that on a Jesuit school?
Yeah, it really is. A lot of people
at the Activities Fair won't really
look at us. But, we actually got
a good amount of registration

at our Hanukkah party — a good
amount of campus involvement.
The campus is receptive once you
give them food.
Eileen Arnold of Debate Club
15 words or less: Our mission? In
15 minutes or less? Did I say 15
minutes? I meant words. We're
the debate team - we don't do
anything in 15 words or less.
Except for that. You told me
before we started that you
do this for free. Is it because
you like to argue? What's the
draw? The draw IS arguing. To
do it and getting to to Africa and
Croatia just to argue? That's the
reason to go.
Jess Cataldo and Geena CrimaldioflRHG
15 words or less: Planning fun
activities for the residence halls.
We know where you live...
That's almost as frightening
as your slogan last year...
(shrieks) ...which was "We do
it in the halls." How did you
guys get away with that? Isn't
there some R A somewhere that's
against that? Yeah, we weren't in
charge of that slogan last year, but
it was vague enough that you could
do anything in the halls. It was
simply innuendo. Oh, now you're
pulling my leg here. Yes.
Mike Cat of Surf Club
15 words or less: If it swells,
ride it.
How literal is that? The only
thing I can think of that swells
up around here is the egos of

some professors. So, how literal? Any swell that hits the East
coast, we're on it.

(A half hour later, Marty was still
there, but he said he was having a
little trouble breathing.)

Nick Mercadante of WVOF
15 words or less: To rally around the
family with a pocket full of shells.
What percentage of the WVOF
staff is made up of people who
heeded the advice of their
friends when they said, "You
have a face for radio?" 100%.
That's what I thought

Marta Matselioukh of Circle K
15 words or less: Our mission is
to serve the Fairfield University
community.
>>
Is there any significance to
Kiwanis, like a brand name of
cereal? I don't know the background of the name Kiwanis. But
they always provide us support.
What about Circle K? It's not a
convenience store in New Jersey!
It's a student organization at Fairfield University.

Nehemiah Ellison of Board
Game Club
15 words or less: Our organization's mission is to play board
games.
What board game is too geeky
for the Board Game Club? The
Hello Kitty board game. How
about Chicken Soup for the Soul
- The Board Game? No. That's
acceptable. Really? I pity you.
Marty Mortimer and Larissa
Cranston of Fairfield U. Alliance
15 words or less: To promote
understanding and togetherness
between gay, lesbian, transgender
and straight people.
Here on your table there's a
sign that says "Free Cookies
- They're NOT poisonous!" If
they're not poisoned, what are
they, because I'm a little nervous. They're delicious. Really?
Are they chocolate chip? And
peanut butter! I'll even eat one
if you're worried. Let's see that
(eats cookie) I'll come back in a
half hour to see if you're still OK.

Dave Grazynski of Recording
Club
15 words or less: To provide
Fairfield University students with
good music and to teach them audio recording.
Other than the annoying
screaming fans who just won't
shut up, what's the most difficult
part of recording a concert? The
problem that we had with - it's
basically technical stuff. It's like
Murphy Law. Something's bound
to go wrong. The hardest thing
is to get everything coordinated.
So Murphy's Law is the worst
thing. Yeah, I hate Murphy. That's
my life story.
.. .and we can't forget...
Keith Whamond of The Mirror
15 words or less: The Athena
Diner in Westport.
Who's sexier: Ethan Fry or
Ethan Hawke? Ethan Hawke.
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Campus Ministry reaches beyond Fairfield's borders
BY TARA TOULOUMIS

256-6688 or 05_ggarcia@stagweb.fairfiel
ld.edu; Brian Ruell at (203) 256-6184 or|
brlOdmb@hotmail.com

Tired of catching this evening's episode
of Ricki Lake? Bored of beating your roommate to a pulp at PlayStation®? Then why not
devote your time to brightening another's day
by volunteering through one of many countless Campus Ministry service placements?
"I first joined Bridgeport Rescue Mission
to fulfill the freshman community service requirement," said Alison Sikora, '05, head of
the program.
"However, after attending only once, I
immediately loved the program and the sense
of accomplishment I felt after helping those
less fortunate than us," she said.
South End Community Center
Amaze young children in Bridgeport with
your ability to solve simple math! Astound all
with your awesome art skills! SECC is looking
for volunteers to help children with homework,
arts and crafts and other recreational activities.
Those who enjoy basketball or storytelling are
needed specifically on Fridays.
Time: Monday through Friday, 3:30 p.m.
to 5:30 p.m.
Contact: Julia Cunico at (203) 256-6750
or 05jcunico@stagweb.fairfield.edu
McGivney Community Center
McGivney Community Center has been
a long time favorite among Fairfield students.
Share your knowledge and tutor elementary and

Bridgeport Rescue Mission
The Brideport Rescue Mission is a mobile soup kitchen which offers meals, clothing!
and shelter to those in need, allowing students |
to interact with local Bridgeport residents.
Time: Thursdays from 5:15 p.m. to 7:
00 p.m.
Contact: Alison Sikora at (203) 2566150 or 06_asikora@stagweb.fairfield.edu

Campus Ministry Web site

Best buds: Campus Ministry is involved with students at the McKinley After School program.

middle school students in various subject.
Time: Thursdays at 3:30 p.m. to 5:30
p.m.
Contact: Michelle Gormbley at mickey
suemickeysue@yahoo.com; Kris Walentik at
(203) 256-7110 or kwalentik@hotmail.com;
or Chandana Ravindranath at (203) 256-7105
or Chanie28@hotmail.com
Health Promotions Center
This is a new service opportunity with a
unique mission: to educate Bridgeport youths
about good health and nutrition. This program
is a wonderful way for health majors or anyone willing to dedicate their time to enlighten
others about healthy living. On Tuesdays,

COUNSELING SERVICES

Wednesdays and Thursdays, volunteers are
needed to supervise children while their parents attend health class.
Time: Flexible schedule. Please contact
Kim for more information.
Contact: Kim Fahey at (203) 256-7973
or lamronOO@attbi.com
Salvation Army Soup Kitchen
A successful program here at Fairfield,
the Salvation Army Soup Kitchen provides
meals for the disadvantaged on Sunday afternoons.
Time: Sundays from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m.
Contact: Melissa Garcia at (203)

MAACS Project
The MAACS Mentoring Program pairs
aspiring college students in the Bridgeport
Public High Schools with current, local college students.
Time: Monday-Friday, during and after
school hours
Contact: Liz Dailey (email:
loretxo@aol.com)
For a complete listing of other avail-j
able service programs, visit the Campus]
Ministry Website at: www.fairfield.edu/l
jesuit/campusmin/campmin.htm or contactl
Melissa Reardon, head of Campus Ministry j
at x2668.
For more information, attend the Campus-I
Ministry Open House on Sunday, September!
14, at 7:30 p.m. at the Campus Ministry|
Center.

I want to see my name in print...

Dolcm Center
Private area and off ices 4 confidential services

Personal stressors can often get in the way of you achieving your goals.

At Fairfield U, you don't have
to deal with your problems alone
anxiety ~ depression ~ disordered eating ~ loneliness ~ procrastination
substance abuse ~ family problems ~ academic stress ~ surviving trauma
gay/lesbian issues - self esteem ~ relationship conflicts ~ loss of a loved one

Call x2146 for an appointment
Or email: counseling@mail.fairfteld.edu
Individual counseling, crisis intervention, group support, psychiatric consultation, and referral
Additional on-campus help: Psychiatrist 4 Renfrew Eating Disorders Program

COUNSELING SERVICES FALL

2003 GROUPS

The Grand Group (meets twice a week for 4 weeks) A group experience designed to explore
healthier choices in reducing harm with risky behaviors and substance abuse.
Body Image & Healthy Eating (meets once a week for week for 4 weeks) A group for women
who struggle with disordered eating - this group will help participants make peace with food, and live
with more joy and self-acceptance.

How can I write for The Mirror?
You don't need to be listed
in Campus Crime Beat
to have your name in The Mirror.
Write for us!

Men's Passage (meets weekly throughout the semester) A group for men interested in exploring
the process of becoming adult men. Participants will gain an increased understanding of what it means
to be fully human and share their stories in a small group format.
Breaking up is hard to do... (meets once a week for 4 weeks) Having a tough time in a
relationship? Just had a painful break-up? This group will help you. Participants will explore
relationship dynamics, communication, and the unhealthy games.

Meetings are every Thursday
at 6 p.m. in BCC 104.

10% (meets weekly throughout the semester) A group for students who wish to further their
understanding of their own sexual orientation and gain support in their efforts for acceptance.
For more information and to reserve a place,
call x2146 (space is limited)
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HE said / SHE said
Zack Finley

Danielle Koziura

Sober nookie: fact or fiction?
Sober hookups are like pulling teeth
without anesthetics. My drug of choice to
make the process less painful is alcohol. Any
kind, any amount... Anything that will make
you not sober.
Now don't get me wrong, sober hookups
do exist. I'm sure they happen a lot on campus. But they cannot be as good or memorable as randomly hooking up while you are
at a party enjoying yourself Fairfield style.
The sober hookup is drawn out; it takes
effort. Nobody wants lovin' that they need
to work at; that's classified as finding a boyfriend or girlfriend.
I don't have the numbers in front of me,
but guys think about sex once every three seconds. And I 'm going to say that 98 percent of
that time we are sober. Most of those thoughts
occur when we say to ourselves "Damn, I bet
she would be good in bed."
So why can't we just go over to that girl
and ask her to go back to our room, even
though it's two in the afternoon? Awkwardness.
Sowing the seed of a hookup is not, and
should not be a technical and painstaking
process. However, some make it that way.
You spend your days staring at that cute girl
in class, of you spend your week coordinat-

ing your dinner schedule just to see her at the
dining hall. All the time thoughts of "What if"
and "Oh what I wouldn't do" dance around
in your head.
Here is my advice: Go to a party, get unsober and then make a move. The initial drunk
hookup is so easy. Honestly: You are at the
beach, there is a keg, the music is blaring... It
is the perfect setting to create a love-fest.
If you make that first move and she
digs it, then you are golden. Buckle up for a
night of action and debauchery. If it fails, then
you can give the "Oh, well you know, I was
drunk" speech. It is the perfect excuse.
! However, everyone knows the two
downfalls. How weird is that next meeting,
whether its at the dining hall or in class the
next day? What do you do, what do you say?
And also, this school is so fricken small that
word gets around. But guys, we are safe...
Girls who hookup all the time have "loose
morals," but a guy that does is a hero.
The night before was worth it. I can
guarantee that anyone reading this will be
more than happy trading a night of drunken
craziness with a few seconds of uncomfortable uncertainty. But man, it is especially bad
when you realize that the beer goggles have
disappeared. Yikes.

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
JAIME BIVONA

& REGINA LAWRENCE

Hooking up in college. Everyone does it.
Some people do it occasionally; others look
to complete the "trifecta" every weekend. So,
initially when I thought about whether or not
it was possible to have a sober hookup in
college, my thoughts screamed no.
From my own personal experience,
Thursday night rolls around and most
likely you are looking for either the closest party or the cheapest ride down to the
beach to start off the weekend, dying to find
out if the guy from class is as "fun" as he
is gorgeous.
Seniors and those select juniors trollop
into the Grape only to stumble out three
hours later with that guy who was buying
you drinks all night.
This leads to only one question with an
obvious answer- Who is sober on the weekends at Fairfield? Not many people.
But as I sat and thought about it for a
while, I realized that as hard as it is to find a
needle in a haystack, sober hookups do exist. I mean, is the Pope Catholic? Most sober
hookups are what normal people would call
relationships. But if you are never sober,
how in God's name are you going to have
a relationship?
For most of the binge drinkers on this

campus, you leave your room after having
a few cocktails, 12 shots, or a complete 30,
depending on what step you're on in the program, and head out with a loss of inhibition,
allowing for the "anything goes" mentality
to settle in.
The last thing on your mind is tying
yourself down to one person and getting
settled into a relationship your first weekend
back at school. Who wants to sell themselves
short so early on in the game?
So as you gaze around the bar or party,
that guy you thought was kind of cute in class
has suddenly turned into the Greek god of
Fairfield. Awesome, right?
Wrong. Remember, eventually the alcohol will leave your body. You'll realize
that when you asked him if he was sober
and he replied, "I never hook up sober, baby,
because I'm drunk with love," you probably
should have cut yourself off after drink number seven.
My advice: Sobriety mainly happens
Monday through Wednesday. If you are
getting some on those days, then yeah, sober
hookups do exist.
Just be prepared to face the consequences when you hookup sober- most likely you
will end up in a relationship.

What is your opinion about the continuing
investigation of the basketball program?
-■•!::'

As long as we have the
NCAA tournament, I
don't care.

Ski team's going to take
over as the big sport!
—Steve McDonald, '05

—Frank Puzzo, '06

Basketball team is
straight bangin' holla
holla at my boyzl
—Mary Boehmer, '06

„

I think it was wrong how the former players, if
they were so bothered by these problems, waited
until they graduated and got what they needed
before bringing these issues to light.

L M

—Pat Carney '05

Cheers

Send in Cheers & Boos by
campuslife@fairfieldmJrror.con
Cheers to the new school year... cheers to seeing all my friends again.

We feel that it was appropriate that
the university hired a non-afilliated
law firm to investigate the scandal so
there would be no biases.
—Catherine Cognetta '06
& Deena Crimaldi '06

answer the
question, compare your
opinions with others,
explore what matters
at pwc.com/lookhere.
PRtC£WATERHOUsF(CDPm g
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Great weather and music

A "STAC'GERING SUCCESS make annual event a success
BY KATE NAPOLITANO

All that was missing was a prancing
Julie Andrews last Saturday as the quad
came alive with the sound of music.
Stagstock, the annual gathering of
Fairfield's musical finest, proved once again
to be a jewel of the social calendar.
Workers from both WVOF and the
Ham Channel brought the event to life,
providing continuous coverage throughout
an evening featuring the eight bands of the
Stagtock lineup, including Mates of State
and Piebald.
With both great talent and great weather
on their side, the afternoon seemed promising from the get-go.
"Things are even better than last year,"
one Ham Channel worker said, "We have
a great team at the Ham Channel and at
WVOF; we expect a great evening of
music."
And a great evening it was— once the
wait was over. The show didn't begin until
almost an hour and a half after the schedueled time.
This wait inititally hurt the crowd,
which started at a hundred or so but died to,;,
a mere thirty-something despite the great

John Cipriano/Contributed photo

Rock on: Mates of State was just one of eight band to entertain students on the quad
weather and food provided by Sodexho.
i But Super Falling Stars brought the
people back. This fun, charismatic punk
rock trio kicked the afternoon off with a

series of bouncy songs that the crowd ate
up greedily.
Following them was Running on
Rooftops, another stand out band, and then

a great performance from Back and Forth of
Courage. The rest of the line up included
This Blue Holiday, Up Up Down Down, and
Barstow. And as more and more fantastic
music filled the stage, the crowd swelled in
number until finally, by nightfall about two
hundred people were enjoying the energy
of the event.
Of course, part of the reason the
crowd built up too would be because of
all the hype regarding Mates of State and
Piebald—the two most anticipated bands
of the evening.
And boy did they both deliver.
By the end of the night, the crowd was
worked into a thorough frenzy of appreciation for all the fantastic music that rocked
and rolled them.
The only thing truly missing from Stagstock was a bigger audience. Every one of
these acts is fantastic in their own right and
deserve to be heard.
While two hundred is a big number,
that's a mere fraction of the total student
body at this university.
It was fun, it was free, and it was an
easy way to spend a fall afternoon with
friends. Next year, I encourage you to go
experience the sound.

John Mayer gets heavy
Fairfield's own goes electric on his first studio album in two years
BY TARA LYNCH

In 2001, Fairfield native
John Mayer's first studio Room
for Squares was met with critical
acclaim. Selling upwards of three
millions copies to date, the album
received a Grammy in 2002 and
earned Mayer a lasting niche in
the rock-pop genre.
There was something intrinsically special about Squares
— it was simple, acoustic, with
hum-along hooks and heart-onhis-sleeve lyrics. It was Mayer's
ode to confusion, growing up,
not knowing the answers and
searching for the right questions.

Disc

DATA

Rating:

4
Artist: John Mayer
Album:
Heavier Things
Label:
Aware/Colombia

It was accessible. And musically,
it was more sophisticated than the
pre-packaged pop invading the
airwaves at the time.
Mayer's second studio album,
Heavier Things, is just as accessible on the surface, but lacks
Square's undeniable spark. The
album, produced by Jack Joseph
Puig, who has worked with the
likes of Sheryl Crow, the Black
Crowes and Hole, makes quite a
departure from Mayer's previous
album.
Based primarily around
Mayer's uniquely honed electric
sound, with songs reminiscent of
Sting and The Police, Things could
have been a great album. There are
certainly enough thoughtful lyrics
and rich vocals.
However, it lacks those
extended guitar solos that make
Mayer such a jazz-guitar phenomenon live, he just doesn't show
that on this album. Too often the
songs are over-produced, with too
much soundboard and not enough
sincerity.
Still, this album is in fact
Heavier. With darker, deeper lyrics, it ultimately asks more on the

part of the listener, requiring them to prod
beneath the surface. In
songs like "Homelife"
— an Asian-influenced
song, with an unusual
focus on the rhythm
section — Mayer
proclaims his desire
for all things domestic. But under these
simple, unassuming
lyrics the song is about
much more than that;
it's about being true to
himself, and ultimately, his distaste towards
all things fake.
That's the decisive tone of Things:
without some creative
listening the songs
lose their maturity,
since it is ultimately
Mayer's lyrics, not
guitar playing, which
make this album creD'yer Mayer: John hits the road this fall in support of his newest album
atively rich.
The album still
has its stand-out's. "Bigger Than reminiscent of a Square's tune. Things - radio ready and sure to
my Body", the first single off of the Its infectious melody makes it
SEE "MAYER" ON P.15
album, is perhaps the song most the "No Such Thing" on Heavier

Career Planning Center Programs
cpc@mail.fairfield.edu
Ext. 4081
Greetings and Welcome Back!!!
What's New?
All campus recruiting is now on-line through eRecruiting, a comprehensive web-based
online computer network system.
Workshops, Career Nights, Corporate Presentations are on-going throughout the semester and open to ALL students.
Overview of Workshops
• Tips for getting a job in a tough economy
• Interviewing in a Tough Economy
• Making the most of the Career Fair
• Practice Interviews
• Resume Writing

Career Fair, October 1, 12:00 - 3:00PM Alumni Hall
You don't want to miss this. Meet with recruiters at top organizations early before they
begin campus interview visits. They are seeking to fill full-time entry level positions along
with summer employment opportunities. Get a head start!!!
SENIORS
If you missed the orientations held on September 9 & 10, we have scheduled an additional orientation on Thursday, September 18,
3:00 PM-4:30 PM in the BCC Oak Room.
Topics covered:
Introduction to eRecruiting, a Web based on-line recruiting system
Key features:
• CPC Activity Calendar listing workshops, employer presentations, campus recruiting schedules
• Access to employment opportunities through this national on-line system. Jobs
are local and national.
• Resume Book: On line resume book for employers to access your resume as
they seek to fill entry level positions or non-credit internships.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Entertaining
Ehrenreich
BY MICHAEL

A.

BOND

Fairfield ushered in a new tradition this year with
the first ever freshman only convocation. It was a very
elaborate, ornate ceremony right from the onset when
Dr. Barbara Ehrenreich, longtime writer, entered into the
Quick Center along with department heads and major
administrators such as Father Kelley, the president of the
university.
This marked the end of a school-wide convocation
that in years past
had been lightly attended despite the
school's attempt
to cancel classes
that overlapped
with it.
Dr.
Orin
Grossman opened
by referring to the
class of 2007 as,
"the most academically successful" in
Fairfield's admisEHRENREICH
sion history.
As for the
crowd itself it was nearly enough to fill the auditorium.
While waiting for the ceremony they seemed to have a
classic collegiate blase attitude. One girl behind me told
another how she, "had a cute outfit" for later on while the
other complained that she was "starving."
Soon after Ehrenreich took the stage however the crowd
was entirely hers. The beginning ran almost like a stand-up
act. One of the observations about college that resonated
with the crowd was that college, "take(s) a bunch of young
people at the height of their sexual capacity and tells them
to study all night."
The substance of the talk was her book Nickel and
Dimed which chronicles her real life experiment of working
low-wage jobs and living in surrounding areas. The book
is featured in courses for upperclassman and completely
required for underclassman.
She noted that the low-wage jobs people toil at in this
country leave them financially in a state where they simply,
".. .could not get by."
Ehrenreich noted that the luxuries that we seem to take
for granted such as eating out once in a while are there because people are "slaving" to make them possible.
She concluded with a stirring call to arms citing that
there has been a "new student movement on campuses
today" of social awareness that she credited with the widespread campaign against sweatshop labor.
Ehrenreich was eloquent, humorous, and entirely accessible to the crowd. Her entire speech felt personal and
warm almost as though she was having a one-on-one with
every student.
After the convocation concluded Ehrenreich fielded
questions from reporters back in the green room. She
expressed bewilderment when asked if she understood
the protests by University of North Carolina Chapel Hill
students after they were required to read her book that they
deemed too left leaning.
"Are you saying if I was not a liberal person then there
would be different findings?" she responded much to the
amusement of the reporters gathered.
In the end the university won over the freshman with a
speaker who drew a standing ovation and got a new tradition
off to a good start.
Ehrenreich is due to be remembered if for nothing else
than for her quote reflecting on long discredited studies
which used to suggest that studying caused woman to have
fertility issues.
She deadpanned to the crowd that, "studying is not an
effective birth control method."
The crowd roared.

www.thealternateroutes.com

A Fairfield favorite: The Alternate Routes return this fall to perform at Fairfield

FUSA announces fall acts
Tim Warren and The Alternate Routes, Dave Chappelle top list
BY MELISSA NOWICKI

Coldplay, Dave Matthews Band, Springsteen—sorry,
none of these bands will be playing at Fairfield this year.
In the past year the FUSA programming board has
been criticized for the selections made for entertainment
and bands. Most recently, they were criticized for the spring
concert, which featured Howie Day.
According to some students, Day paled in comparison
to the concerts held at other universities, including University of Rhode Island who featured Dave Matthews, the
University of New Hampshire who booked The Roots, and
Boston College who featured the popular Ben Folds.
So why can't Fairfield get big bands to come to campus?
"Most people don't understand the amount of hard
work put in by FUSA to do programming," said FUSA
vice president of programming Jillian Grant '05, adding that
most bands requested by students won't play at colleges of
our size and budget.
"Recording agents require some artists only to play
at large arenas, and since most bands are based in Los
Angeles it is very costly to have them come," said FUSA
advisor Bill Bordak. "We work around the artists' tour
schedules."
In addition to working toward bidding for a better art-

ist this year, FUSA already has announced several planned
events for the fall semester.
FUSA will begin by subsidizing tickets to the Matchbox 20 concert at Harbor Yard on October 14 at 7:30 pm.
Tickets, which usually run around $40, will be available
to students for around $20, according to FUSA representatives.
In November, FUSA will bring comedian Dave
Chappelle of Comedy Central's "The Dave Chappelle
Show". After the wave of positive feedback from Fairfield students who attended Chappelle's show at Sacred
Heart University last year, FUSA decided to bring him
to Fairfield.
Chappelle will be performing in Alumni Hall on November 1. Tickets will cost around $15.
"We try to run many low cost programs because we
understand that college students have a limited budget,"
said Grant.
FUSA has also booked local favorite and alumnus Tim
Warren '03, front man of The Alternate Routes, who are
scheduled to perform on November 6. More details will
be released as they are announced.
So far FUSA has no specific details concerning the
spring concert. Later this fall the programming board will
work in collaboration with Clear Channel, a talent buyer,
to book the spring show.

Mayer: Some hits, some misses,
some new Things1
CONTINUED FROM P.
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"Come back to Bed": Mayer gets intimate on his second
studio album

be the album's most popular single.
Mayer also excels on more instramental tunes like
the slow and sexy "Come Back to Bed", a jazz-influenced
ballad, and "Daughters" one of the only tracks in which
old and new Mayer meet in an acoustic/electric blend that
works beautifully.
The strong new tracks are rounded off by the previously
unreleased favorite "Something's Missing".
The most experimental, lyrically rich song on the
album is "Clarity", the opening track in which Mayer contemplates whether his current relationship will last. "By the
time I recognize this moment/This moment will be gone/But
I will bend the light pretending/That somehow it lingered".
The track even includes a full horn section accompanying
Mayer's mix of smooth tenor and falsetto.
With a mellow beat, slick hook and simple lyrics, this
song is the epitome of the new mature John Mayer. With
a few more songs like this, a good album could have been
stellar.
In the end, Mayer has made a quality album. He's
ventured from his comfort zone, looked to his influences and
roots, and combined them with the seemingly soft rock-pop
that helped him soar to the top of the charts.
Most of the time he succeeds at the fusion, and sometimes not, but in the end the songs that really click still
have that special spark that makes Mayer so special as a
songwriter.
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Faculty have voiced their
concern about athletics
and academics before:

Where do our
priorities lie?
If the allegations by former basketball players prove to be true, it will be an irrefutable sign
that our university has gone too far. But there
have been indications that the university's priorities were shifting, and we have chosen to ignore
them.
We, as students, have long been aware of
the idea that athletes receive acceptable special
treatment, academic or otherwise. However, in
searching the Mirror's archives we were able to
find two statements alerting the community to
potential injustices like athletes being excused
from academic responsibilities. It seems students
and faculty have been aware of the threat of unrestrained athletic favor for quite sometime.
This is not to say that all athletes receive
"special treatment" and are not worthy of genuine academic praise—quite the contrary. Some of
our athletes are star students, and they are to be
commended. But their academic achievements
are tainted when sub-par work from "special" athletes is tolerated by any of us. Excessive absence
from class or inability to fulfill their roles in group
projects brings down the standard for academic
achievement in the classroom.
Yes, winning comes at a price, but what are we
winning by compromising our academic values?
Fairfield University states our intentions clearly
in our mission statement that we are a "coeducational institution of higher learning whose primary
objectives are to develop the creative intellectual potential of its students and to foster in them
ethical and religious values and a sense of social
responsibility."
Have we, the Fairfield community, decided
that a winning athletic program is worth abandoning the "mission" of Fairfield?

Where do the screwed up priorities of this institution lie? We're
not training people to be professional athletes. Somebody has to
protect the student athletes from
their sports. The coaches aren't,
the president isn't. Who is?
--Dr. Vincent Rosivach
Professor of classical studies
February 8, 2001 issue, The Mirror

I had a rather bizarre idea. I
imagined that Athletics had
replaced Academics as the primary emphasis at Fairfield
University.
Students were enrolled in
our courses, but seldom present
in the classroom. When exams
or presentations were scheduled,
professors had to write to the athletic Director to get permission
for the students to come to class.
Each case would be decided by
the coaches involved as well as
other players. Are we headed in
this direction? I hope not!
--Dr. Edward Dew
Professor of politics
April 25, 2002 issue, The Mirror
Letter to the editor

Bill foil of bull
Fairfield fails as a landlord
THE BOND FILE
MICHAEL

A.

BOND

Fairfield always seems to
have little surprises waiting for me
in my mailbox over the summer.
This year I was socked with a $65
"room damage" fine. When I spoke
to several friends of mine the bills
were almost as high as mine.
The bill itself comes as a nice
tidy figure with zero explanation.
If you want an itemized bill you
need to email the housing department. So, having a little time on my
lunch break at work I telephoned
housing only to get the run-around
by a representative there.
When I asked why the costs
were so high they responded that
they had nothing to do with it, but
rather that Pritchard, the campus
cleaning company, sets the rates
and they just go along with it. Gary
Stevenson, the head of housing,
was on a two week vacation and
therefore unavailable. So, while
I waited for him I asked that an
itemized bill be sent.
When the bill arrived it turned
out I was charged $25 for a "dirty"
microfridge exterior, $25 for a
"dirty" microfridge interior and
another $15 for an "extremely
dirty floor." I plead not guilty on all
counts. (As for the floor, I would
like to thank the extremely diligent
RA for noticing and helping correct this terrible and potentially
dangerous situation.)
The first thing about these
charges is that they are completely
out of the range one would expect.
Salaries for janitorial personal are
pegged at hourly rates far lower
than the scant amount of time it
must have taken them to clean the

exterior of a microfridge.
If the school indeed makes
no profit off cleaning fees, as
they stated to me, than it would
certainly be in their best interest to
negotiate a better contract for their
true customers—the students.
All of this is troubling enough,
without taking into account what
happened to a friend of mine when
she moved in.
I was a witness first-hand to
the wretched state her dorm room
was in. Her parents and she had to
clean the place from top-to-bottom
after having spent over three hours
driving to Fairfield.
There was a drippy substance
on one of the walls and there was
a dead bug on the floor. Obviously, whatever cleaning is done
at year's end didn't quite make it
to her room. And to add insult to
injury, she was socked with a hefty
cleaning bill last year too. Frankly,
she is the most fastidious person
I know.
Fairfield University is just
about the worst landlord I can
imagine. Hitting students and
parents with high cleaning bills is
a real travesty. Many are on very
fixed incomes and thus cannot really afford the extra cost of having
to have their microfridge scrubbed
by professionals because their
meager attempt wasn't enough.
Students deserve more honesty from the University. The
university should mail damage
bills with details included. Make
officials available when they will
be needed most. Most of all, don't
enter into contracts that embitter
students and provide absolutely no
value to you.

She ate your homework,..

The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: commentary@fairfieldmirror.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk, e-mailed
to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once recieved, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center.

will your newspaper be next?
Don't worry. The Mirror is also online
so you can read it, even if Scruffy
shreds it instead of delivers it.
Visit online at
www.fairfieldmirror.com

MIRROR
ONLINE
It's worth looking Into.
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September 11,2003
BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

BY ETHAN FRY

Picture this scenario: a group of foreigners make their
way into another country and perpetrate acts of terrorism
that cause the inhabitants of that country unspeakable harm.
On Sept. 11,2001, this country was a victim of such an act,
and nearly everyone in the United States will have a heavy
heart every year on this day.
However, people in a lot of other countries have had
heavy hearts for years on a lot of different days because of
what the United States has had a hand in.
I've always had a heavy heart on Sept. 11, even before the attacks on New York and the Pentagon. This is
because I was mourning Sept. 11, 1973, the day on which a
military coup ousted from power the democratically elected
President of Chile, Salvador Allende. He was replaced by
General Augusto Pinochet, whose brutal regime of oppression cost thousands of people their lives until he left power.
In fact, many Chileans are still searching for the places
where their sons, daughters, husbands and wives are buried
without graves.
The real reason this was particularly terrible, however,
is because of the fact that the coup probably would never
have come about (or been successful if it had) if not for
sustained support from the CIA and the Nixon White House.
Throughout the early 70s, in the period after Allende was
elected president, the United States gave significant financial
and logistical support to overthrowing him.
Twenty-eight years before those planes hit the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon, American covert forces
ensured that an entire country full of people would lose
the man they elected president and replaced him with a
murderous fascist.
And still, people in this country wonder why seemingly
everyone else in the world hates us? It's ridiculous that
Americans can't understand why our president is thought of
as some sort of bumbling moron, why Americans traveling
abroad are scorned by foreigners, and why people could ever
want to do harm to Americans or American interests.
It's simple: the history of this country is a history of
rich white men brutally repressing everybody else. You
might think it's really sad to boil everything down to such
a simplistic notion, but a look at the facts will only prove
my point.
How many millions upon millions of American Indians
were wiped from the face of this continent in a storm of
blood, bullets, smallpox and dishonest treaties? How many
millions upon millions of African Americans were torn from
their native land and beaten down under slavery for over
two centuries? How many destitute immigrants have lost
their lives in sweatshops and unsafe factories? How many
women can say they are truly equal today, while glass ceilings and unfair pay rates still abound?
The answers to these questions should be self-evident,
and they are fit to prove the simple law of the street: "What
goes around comes around." Of course, none of the people
killed in the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001 deserved to die. But
did any of the Chileans killed as a result of the events of
Sept. 11,1973 deserve to die? Did any Vietnamese villagers
deserve to die under a hail of bombs and napalm during our
dubious invasion of their country?
You might think it's terribly inappropriate of me to
bring up points like this during a day like Sept. 11. I would
argue the complete opposite point: there is no better day than
today to bring up stuff like this. Perhaps if we all remember
the horrible loss and heartache we felt that day, we can rise
above the immature reflex of violence and do everything we
possibly can to make sure that no day like Sept. 11, 2001
happens anywhere in the world, ever again.

I remember awaking sharply on Sept. 11, 2001 to the
shrill ring of the telephone by my bedside. My brother Jeff,
then a sophomore at Fordham University in the Bronx, NY
was on the phone: "Jess! Turn on the news! The World
Trade Center has been attacked!"
I instantly leapt out of bed, almost smacking my forehead on the bunk bed that hung over me. With the blurriness
of sleep still evident in my eyes, I stumbled and turned on
the television. Every channel on the television flickered
with horrible colors of orange and red flames mixed with
thick gray smoke.
I watched in terror as the two skyscrapers tumbled to the
ground one by one. My head sank to my hands as I trembled
with the thoughts of my father and my uncle.
My father, who worked in the city, did not go into work
that day—an act of fate that I am forever thankful for. My
uncle Robert Miller, however, worked on the 87th floor in
Tower II. After the first attack, he attempted to exit. Without
even knowing what was to come, he phoned his wife and
was connected to voicemail.
"Something has hit Tower I. They think it's a small
plane," he said. "Don't worry, I'm okay, and I'm leaving
the building. Gotta go." Robert, however, never did make it
out, and to this day, his remains have not been identified.
I remember tears dripping down my face as I waited
for a phone call saying, "They've found him! He's alive!"
That phone call never came, and prayers and support from
my friends and family were the only things I could count
on to keep me strong.
Remaining close with my family, we cried and held
each other tighter than we ever had before. The grieving
process did not seem like it would end. The bond between
family and friends continues to grow immensely, as it is
unfortunate that death is often a reminder of how thankful
one must be to be alive and to be healthy.
The events of Sept. 11 have affected everyone directly
or indirectly, and the physical and emotional supports of our
communities empowered us as a nation to move forward
and to reach towards a brighter future.
President Bush addressed the nation on the night of
Sept. 11, 2001 in response to the tragedies, and his words
have stuck with me. "Today, our fellow citizens, our way
of life, our very freedom came under attack in a series of
deliberate and deadly terrorist acts...Freedom itself was
attacked this morning by faceless cowards, and freedom
will be defended," Bush said.
Freedom to this day continues to be defended, as our
soldiers fight abroad to preserve that freedom - acts of
heroism that do not go unnoticed nor without amplitudes
of national appreciation. The second anniversary has approached, and emotions of sadness and anger struggle with
the powers of admiration and gratitude.
When I think of heroism and bravery, I think of our
stronghold in the military, our valiant police officers and
our courageous fire fighters, as well as my warmhearted
uncle and all those killed in the terrorist attacks in New
York, Washington D.C., and Pennsylvania. I think about the
families torn and the children without parents. Shattered and
broken, we can overcome the terror and sadness we feel.
Everything happens for a reason. Illness, injury, love,
loss, and moments of true greatness or stupidity all occur
to test us. Our experiences create who we are, and we learn
from all of them. These past two years have taught me that
no matter what happens or how bad it seems today, life goes
on, and it will be better tomorrow.
We must live everyday to its fullest, and appreciate
every moment. As easy as it is to wipe away our tears, there
is nothing that can wash away the memories we hold inside.
For those that I lost — my uncle, my friends' parents — and
for those of whom I do not know personally - they are my
heroes.. .they keep me strong, and they will be remembered
forever in my mind and heart.
-In remembrance of Sept. 11, 2001 - We will never
forget. God Bless America.-
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Soccer teams score well with fans
BY BRYAN MAHONEY

With the lights ablaze upon
Lessing Field, the Fairfield University men's and women's soccer
teams took to the field this weekend, opening their home games in
front of an impressive gathering of
fans.
As part of a marketing promotion put together by the Fairfield
University Athletic Department,
fans received free admission the
entire weekend. For many students, it was their first glimpse at
the Stags' soccer programs.
According to Allen Gibson,
the associate director for Facilities
and Operations, the promotion was
created to generate more interest in
both the men's and women's soccer games for the 2003 season.
"The marketing department
is constantly coming up with promotions in order to generate more
interest with students and the
public towards athletic events,"
said Gibson.

Aelee Kwon/The Mirror

Lessing Field: "If you build it, they will come."
"However, both the men's
and women's soccer teams draw
crowds all the time and students
have shown a lot of support," he
said. "I don't believe attendance
is a real issue."
During the 2002 season, both
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the men's and women's soccer
programs led the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference in home game
attendance. Over a six game period, the men averaged 296 people
per game, and the women averaged
261.
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SUPER DUPER,
WEENIE

This weekend, both teams
greatly surpassed these averages.
The men drew a crowd of
453 people during their 2-1 loss
to MAAC conference rival Iona
College, and the women defeated

Holy Cross 3-0 Friday night in
front of 420 fans.
Even though the 3-game
weekend series only amounted to
one victory between the two teams,
as the women lost to Colgate 1-0
in overtime Sunday, many students
were excited about the weekend
games and are looking forward
to the upcoming season. "I think
the general admission was a good
idea," said junior Greg Turner.
"Last year when they played at
Alumni Field, no one came to
the games, but there were a lot
of people there this weekend,"
he said.
With the controversy surrounding the Fairfield men's
basketball team still under investigation, the Athletic Department
hopes to see positive results from
the promotions of its other athletic
teams. "The current controversy
has not at all affected other athletic teams negatively," said
Gibson. "It's just been business
as usual."
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Fairfield University Students
WELCOME TO THE

BOMBAY INDIAN KITCHEN
10% OFF DINE-IN
15% OFF TAKE-OUT
222C POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
203-255-1970 OR 203-259-1670
* with valid student id on orders of $20.00 and above. May not be used in conjunction with any other coupons or specials, for
alcoholic drinks, taxes or tips. Limit one per order.

"one of America's ten best hot dog joints"
USA TODAY

BEST

& WORST

Best Hot Dog 2002 -The Mirror
Student Special
15% off with Stag Card

506 Black Rock Tphe^ Fairfield, CT 0682S (Exit 24 oJI 195)

TOM-DOG

mwm

wwwiuperduperweenie.com
Sun. - Wed. 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.

BEVERLY
SPA ©NAILS

170 Post Road
Fairfield, CT 06824
(203) 256-8791

Monday/Tuesday Specials
Manicure & Pedicure $20 (reg. $25)
Waxing 25% off
Student Special
10% off with Stag Card
(except Monday & Tuesday)'

We also do:
facials, body massage,
wraps, acrylic tips,
and spa manicures & pedicures.
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FALL SPORTS RESULTS
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Colorado College
United States Air Force
Holy Cross
Colgate

Tie,
L,
W,
L,

MEN'S SOCCER

1-1
2-1
3-0
1-0 OT

Fairleigh Dickinson
Iona

W, 1-0
L, 2-1

FIELD HOCKEY
UMass
Monmonth
Maine
Siena
Rutgers

VOLLEYBALL
Georgetown
Cincinnati
George Washington
New Hampshire
Connecticut
Army

L,
L,
L,
W,
L,
W,

1-3
0-3
0-3
3-0
0-3
3-1

CROSS COUNTRY

L, 2-1
W, 2-1
L, 0-2
w, 2-0
W, 1-0

Men finished fifth @ CCSU Invitational
Women finished sixth @ CCSU Invitational

UPCOMING EVENTS
FRIDAY SEPT. 12
Women's Volleyball at Rhode Island @noon

SATURDAY SEPT. 13
Field Hockey vs Colgate @ noon
Women's Volleyball vs Eastern Wash. @ 1
Women's Volleyball vs Kent State @ 4:30
Woments Tennis doubles festival @Farifield

SUNDAY SEPT. 14
Women's Soccer at Boston College @ 1
Men's Tennis doubles festival@Fairfield

The Men's and Women's
Cross Country teams
opened the season at
Stanley Quarter Park
in New Britain, Conn.
Saturday. Justin Rindos
led the men's squad in
the five mile course in a
time of 28:54.
Shannon Kendfick paced
the women's 5k race in
19:55.

Committee had first investigated allegations in March
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"Steve has worked with the
NCAA for over 20 years," said
Doris. "This firm has been of
council for the university for a
number of years now."
"You always hope you never
have to use them," said Doris.
Jermaine Clark, '02, Garcia
and Jeremy Logan, '03, and two
former players that wished to
remain anonymous, said in the
Tuesday Aug. 5 edition of the
Connecticut Post that Fairfield's
basketball coaching staff falsified
mandated drug tests, committed
academic dishonesty by writing
term papers for several players,
gave cash handouts for as much as
$500 during the 1999-2000 winter
break, and gave regular cash payments from a booster, according to
one claim made by a player wishing to remain anonymous.
Head coach Tim O'Toole, a
Fairfield graduate who recently
signed a multi-year contract extension with the Stags, was unable to

be reached for comment.
The charges were originally
brought to the attention of the
school on March 7, the first
day of the MAAC tournament,
through an anonymous letter sent
to the president of the university,
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. The
letter made the same allegations
as were made in the Connecticut
Post article, according to Doris.
However, the letter lacked the
detailed accounts provided in the
Connecticut Post story.
Upon receiving the letter,
Kelley and Doris ordered an investigation by Fairfield's in-house
Athletic Compliance Committee,
made up of Mark Reed, dean of
students, who was away at the time
and unable to join the committee,
Mark Guglielmoni, the director of
human resources, Dr. Milo Peck,
an accounting professor, and Dr.
Leo F O'Connor, an American
Studies professor.
The committee reported directly to Kelley after its 10 day
investigation, during which the

committee interviewed both members of the basketball team and its
coaches.
The committee found the
charges to be baseless.
"The committee felt that there
was no substance to the letter,"
said Doris.
But after Garcia made his allegations to the Connecticut Post,
Kelley ordered yet another investigation, this time by the law firm of
Bond, Schoeneck, & King.
Kelley stressed that the university would actively seek out and
cooperate with an independent law
firm in his letter sent to faculty, students, and alumni on August 5.
"The University has a longstanding and strong commitment
to operating its athletics program
in full compliance with NCAA
requirements and takes all such
allegations extremely seriously,"
said Kelley.
"Fr. Kelley was very adamant
about working with a fully independent investigation," said Doris.
The reaction of students,

alumni, and perspective students
due to the investigation is a major
concern of the university, according to Doris.
"Obviously, it's a concern,
without question," said Doris.
"It's difficult to judge how this
has affected recruiting."
The university, which spent
$177,208 on the basketball team's
operating expenses, the highest of
any Fairfield sport according to.
the 2001-2002 Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act (EADA), may
now soon be paying an even higher
price if sanctioned by the NCAA,
which could include fines, loss of
tournament eligibility and loss of
scholarships.
Dr. Robbin Crabtree, chair of
Fairfield's Communication Department, said she was very concerned
of the allegations, especially since
she was the academic advisor to
both Garcia and Logan.
"It's definitely something
we're going to talk about [this semester]," Crabtree said. "We're
going to question whether or not

we are paying enough attention to
the student-athletes, and properly
mentoring the student-athletes."
Some students were not surprised by the allegations.
"I'm not surprised about some
of the accusations. It's something
that happens in many schools,"
former men's tennis captain Joe
Fennell, '02, said. "Fairfield, especially, with all its emphasis on
the basketball program with the
Arena and such, the program has
added pressure to succeed, and at
whatever cost.
"But I think you need to first
take a look at your sources and
their motives before establishing
a firm judgement," said Fennell.
Joe Fomenko, '04, said that
the accusations are not something
you would usually associate with
Fairfield.
"Assuming the allegations
are true, it's disheartening to learn
that a school that claims to pride
itself on Jesuit ideals and academics is involved with these types of
violations," Fomenko said.
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Athletes shape up for testing
don't care," Pease said.
Unlike Pease, tennis player Kevin
Nyarady, '05 felt completely comfortable
with the testing from the beginning, and
thought it was a great idea on Spellman's

Each team has a different test, but every team is required to have a weigh-in and
Athletes have mixed reactions to the
each team member is to get his/her body
new series of fitness tests administered at
fat measured.
the beginning of the fall season.
"The testing allows me to see where
According to head Strength and
each athlete is, and create a specific
Conditioning coach Mark Spellman,
conditioning program for each sport.
athletes who come back to school out
Each athlete needs to get in shape for
of shape are hurting themselves and
the season," added Spellman.
their team.
Athletes who do poorly in the test are
"By being out of shape, they did
encouraged to do extra fitness and training
not do their jobs as athletes over the
with Spellman throughout the season.
summer. They all need to be in shape
"Depending on each team, some
when they return from the summer,"
coaches set a baseline for where their
Spellman said.
team needs to be at fitness wise. If
Although the philosophy behind the
someone on that team does poorly, they
new workouts is meant to be beneficial to
are strongly encouraged by myself and
each athlete, many athletes, particularly
the coach to do some more work with me
females, feel uncomfortable with the
throughout the season," Spellman said.
new policy.
Coaches agree that some of the asMany athletes felt uncomfortable
pects of the testing may be uncomforthaving their body fat tested and perable for athletes.
forming each test in front of athletes of
"I like to think of a team as a famthe opposite gender.'
ily. We should be comfortable enough
Tennis player Lindsay Pease, '05 felt
to share that information with each other.
uncomfortable with the testing at first, but
The test is not meant to cut people based
Mirror file photo
felt relaxed knowing that everyone on her
on their body fat percentage or weight.
Sit up, check up: Amy Ferguson, '04, stays fit for the new fitness testing.
team had to do the same things.
It is meant to find what areas people need
"It was a little weird at first, having part.
lete in the beginning of the season.
work in," said head men's and women's tenSpellman grab your stomach in front of
"I thought the test was 110% beneficial,
"This new policy allows me and the nis coach Jeff Wyshner.
your teammates, but everyone has to do it and 110% appropriate. I didn't' feel self- coaches to see where each athlete is when
"It can help me and Mark design our
so you just suck it up and realize its part of conscious at all," Nyarady said.
they return for the first time from the sum- conditioning program. If we see people in
the game. Doing this all in front of the boy's
"I thought it was a joke at first," said mer. I test each team twice a semester. This the wrong side of certain areas, it is benefitennis team is something I'm not used to, cross country runnerjustin Rindos, '06, "but allows athletes to set goals and see their own cial because we know what to work on,"
but they had to do the same thing, and they I see how it is relevant.
gains," said Spellman.
he added.
BY ANNIE MULLOWNEY

This year, Spellman designed a fitness
test to see how in or out of shape each athlete
is. The program tests strength, endurance,
and body fat percentage. The tests run two
hours long and are completed by each ath-

Successful opening weekend for new facilities
BY CHANDANA RAVI

When driving onto campus, returning
students and faculty were greeted by a green
lawn in front of Alumni Hall instead of the
usual tennis courts, as well as a previously
abandoned Lessing Field, which was freshly
painted and ready for the soccer team.
This weekend kicked off the opening
of the men and women's soccer season on
the newly renovated Lessing Field. Lessing Field was named after Stephen Lessing,
class of 1976, who was a four-year varsity
athlete at Fairfield University, playing for
its tennis team.
Construction of Lessing Field was supposed to be completed and the soccer teams
were to play on the field in the fall of 2002;
however, when laying the sod on the field,
the company did not do it correctly. The
soccer team played one game on the field
and the sod began to uproot, so the rest of the
season was played on the football field.

Over the summer, the university
completed restoring the field to playable
conditions, and the soccer teams will play
their seasons on the newly renovated Lessing Field.
The field is located next to the residence halls in the quad area, which will
hopefully encourage more students to stop
by and watch the games.
"The field is in a central location and
hopefully this will help get students to come
watch. We had a good size audience on
Saturday and we really appreciate the support," stated head coach of the men's team,
Carl Rees.
The women's soccer coach, Maria
Piechocki affirmed that the field was an
asset to the team's game.
"The surface is better for the style of
game we want to play,"she said. She also
added that the team is ready and excited to
begin a new season.
"I am very positive about the upcom-

ing season. We have a big group of seniors
and the whole team has been working very
hard since preseason in mid-August and
they are all very excited and ready to play,"
she said.
The tennis courts were moved from
in front of Alumni Hall to outside of the
Walsh Athletic center. There are arranged
three courts side by side in two different
rows. This is also a change from the previous courts, as the courts before were set up
as six in a row.
The new courts have been used
throughout the summer by Fairfield residents, but the tennis squads made their debut
last Saturday at the alumni match. Former
tennis players had their opinions of the new
courts.
"The new setup is definitely better
because it is improves the communications
between players," said Kristy Golden, a
2002 graduate of the tennis team.
Taylor Barvoets, '07, agreed that the

new location of the courts was better "It
is convenient because it is so close to the
locker rooms," Barvoets said.
However, not all players feel the same
way.
"I am not too crazy about the new location of the courts. It is very distracting
because of all the athletic teams walking by
and talking. I think it could take away from
players concentration," said Alyssa Haddad
who graduated last year.
Regardless of the location of the courts,
the team is ready and excited to begin a new
season on the brand new courts. "We are really excited for this upcoming season, we've
added a couple of talented freshman to the
group and we should be highly competitive
within our league. We are also excited for
the new courts because they are one of the
best facilities in the area," stated co-captain
Erin Reeves, '04.
The new courts are open for use when
there isn't a scheduled match or practice.
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